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During the beginning of the novel Pandemia of Coronavirus, the case for video game stocks at Buy was very simple. With millions of people in both the United States and abroad, forced to quarantine at one point or another, entertainment options in this unprecedented period have been limited. Not surprisingly, many countries have recorded a peak
game. But from about May to Metã June, narration in the United States has changed significantly. As the acceleration of new daily infections slowed down, the individual states gradually started the reopening of their economies. Furthermore, surprisingly positive job reports and consumer data sustained initiatives reopening. While this stock of killing
video games didn't dynamic for the purchase, competing platforms seemed ready to chamfer their momentum. However, if the destination sector is on the right side of the Coronavirus, the Covid-19 pandemic is a gift that continues to give. Because now, the increase in infection rates and admissions have also caused the skeptical President Donald
Trump to change the melody of him. The masks are important for wear, even for young people, if you can't keep social spacing. So, the spectrum of prolonged arrests of auspicious still good for video game titles to buy. Not only that, the culture that inventory game underlining has found huge mainstream acceptance. As a result, sales were in strong
expansion for years and not only in the United States, in fact, video games are now an international phenomenon. And thatÃ ¢ SNE) Microsoft (Nasdaq: MSFT) Alphabet (Nasdaq: Goog, Nasdaq: Googl) Amazon (Nasdaq: AMZN) Nintendo (OTCMKTS: Ntdoy) Glu Mobile (NASDAQ: Glu) Advanced Micro Devices (NASDAQ: AMD) Gamestop (NYSE: GME
) Finally, keep in mind that we are heading towards the last weeks of summer. With more cold time you approach, ita possible that the pandemic could get worse. Moreover, people could panic, even if they take a common cold. This could create chaos, further supporting these video games to buy. Gaming Actions buy: Electronic Arts (EA) Source:
Ricchet64./shutterstock.com Consistent, Electronics ArtsÃ ¢ Professional Athletic Brand EA Sports anchored the company as one of the Top Video Games titles to buy. But even with the return of sport, my enthusiasm for Warehouse Hasna T changed. ThatÃ ¢ s due to a bit of something called an exclusive license agreement with the NFL. Of course,
and sports has other professional sports licenses, especially its FIFA franchise. However, the NFL is really the engine behind the success of the game DeveloperÃ ¢ s. And thatÃ ¢ always been the case. But with the coronavirus pandemic, and a great chance of the stars at the end of this year. First, sports enthusiasts have been incredibly private with
their passion. So much so that in April, the NFL project has provoked audience statistics from record. Even more intriguing, the project has been transmitted through a teleconference format. In other words, difficult riveting stuff in any other context. But this shows how much much request exists for anything NFL-Related. With Electronic Arts taking
the exclusive NFL game simulation license, we should see and at stock fly. Keep in mind also that the cancellation of the NFL season is already a question due to its nature of high contact. If so, thatÃ ¢ s bad news for the championship. However, it could give a boost at Electronic Arts facilitating Activision Blizzard (ATVI) Source: Eric Broder Van Dyke
/ Shutterstock.com As Rivali Electronic Arts, Activision Blizzard has set up a powerful brand thanks to its convincing franchises. However, it's best known for its call of duty series, which has made the first person's shooter style (fps) popular. The FPS format gave users an engaging experience. It is not surprising that Title Attvi has enjoyed long-term
success. term. He met some unconventional streets in recent years. In particular, the competition of free-to-play games like Fortnite - which also offered the ubiquified time Battle Royale Mode - took the thunder out of the activity. Activision is not also made of the favors making the call of duty series more fantastic than realistic. But the management
has decided to listen to their consumers, with excellent results. Specifically, the last call of duty title is gritty, violent and relevant, with texture lines taken directly from the news. It's this pin to make the products that players worry about what should help you raise atvi stocks. Furthermore, the company has a strong potential with its Burgeoning
Esports Business. Therefore, make sure you take into account the activation of your game titles to buy. Game stocks to buy: Sony (SNE) Source: Sundry photography / shuttertstock.com If there is a company that could use an explosion from the past, is Sony. A considerable consumer technology that has epitomized Japan Inc., Sony has made many
mistakes in the last two decades. Not surprisingly, SNE share has not really inspired most investors up to a few years ago. But the only business line that has maintained the lights on this company is playstation. Every release of a new generation console has been met with angry enthusiasm. Despite some worrying economic metrics, I expect the same
fanfare when Sony debuts his Playstation Playstation 5 more ahead of this year. Although my opinion doesn't matter much, I think I speak for most players as the PS5 is wonderful. Architecturally, it is a dramatic displacement from the family member of the console that has been used to. Furthermore, many popular franchises, including the Great Tour
Turismo 7 racing game, will be available to or near the time of the console release. Also, Sne Stock has just been brought to the game industry. For example, it is an optical developer of the main camera for smartphones. So even if the corner of the game titles is not quiet, Sony is still surprisingly relevant. Also, keep in mind that the medium Japanese
consumer saves as crazy. The American counterpart, however, spends like crazy. This could be a significant differentiator in terms of sustainability along the line. Microsoft (MSFT) Source: NYCStock / Shutterstock.com If you lock in the console game forums, invariably, you will come across the PlayStation VERSUS Microsoft Xbox discuss. Frankly, I
don't understand what it is. Clearly, the PlayStation is better in almost all categories. However, I know a lot of people who are Ardent Xbox Fanatics. And give the credit where it is due: the next Xbox Series X series should give PS5 a race for your money. Both are provided for the release for this year's holiday season. Also, Microsoft claims that his
upcoming console is the game console Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "Fast, the most powerful game console ever. There, Â» See. But it's fantastic Hype for msft stock, I'll give it so. Another enhanced Microsoft factor is that it is not only competing with other game titles to buy. As you know, the software giant has successfully played its trade in different relevant sectors,
the most significant cloud computing. Furthermore, Microsoft is an irreplaceable AS-A software platform. In fact, without the Microsoft's business application suite, I would not be able to earn to live. So this one another good reason to buy msft stock. Game stocks to buy: Alphabet (Goog, Googl) Source: Achinthamb / shutterstock.com If I am perfectly
honest, I'm not sure how the alphabet will get away against other game titles to buy. On the one hand, the platform of of the video game of the alphabet, Stadia, represents the next logical evolution of the sector. With all streaming - especially with the blockers fed by Coronavirus - Stadia, and therefore makes sense Googl stock. However, there is
another component to consider and this is the profitability of this technology. Pre-registered pre-registered stream Is something but what happens when playing high intensity securities of the processor above the cloud? Will there be sobs associated with possible server overload? To be fair, the states of the alphabet states that its data centers are
designed to manage peak traffic competently. In this case, it's a plus for Googl stocks. But it's also a great if. As the only competitor against other game stocks, Googl would be a difficult sale. However, what I love from the alphabet is that it essentially owns the internet. You're not going anywhere if you don't have a robust Google's ranking.
Furthermore, its advertising scope is unparalleled. Finally, he mentions the YouTube business of the alphabet. The first round of Quarantine made this video loading of the attractive video. A second claimed round will make it essential as it could be associated with a weakened consumer economy. Therefore, as a combined entity, I think the googl
stock is very attractive. Amazon (AMZN) Source: Mike Mareen / Shutterstock.com Ascent to form, e-commerce and the giant tech Amazon made noise in the Arena video game. Since he loves to interrupt everything that brings weight with the public, it was just a matter of time before considering AMZN among the potential stocks of games to buy.
First of all, Amazon.com is a great place to buy games and accessories, especially with the coronavirus that closed everything. Personally, I tried to limit the maximum of my physical purchase as much as possible. This included recording for Amazon Prime because at this rate, I would save money. Yes, this is just my anecdote but I'm sure it was
repeated several times throughout the country. Second, Amzn stock is becoming more and more a game directed towards the games industry. Obviously, you have an Amazon contraction streaming service. Frankly, they are not completely sure of how the economy of the contracting work. But if you're really fun to play video games, you can make a
great life. And don't laugh this because for any reason, people love watching other people play video games. With the Coronavirus bringing together true athletes and extensions unprecedented, I believe that contraction can cemented himself in the narrative of the game. Also, Amazon has invested millions of dollars in creating their own games,
including a science fiction shooter called crucible. I would be a bit skeptical about Amazon if it was a standalone competitor for other game stocks. But as the omnicomprensive disruptive giant that is, there is no stock of AMZN. Game stocks to buy: Nintendo (Ntdoy) Source: Exolex / Shutterstock.com often overlooked among playing stocks to buy,
Nintendo is however a significant player. His classic Nintendo entertainment system really pioneer the explosive game scene that we see today. Such is the draw of this classic console that the Millennials are willing to pay great dollars to rekindle some of that childhood magic. Of course, Nintendo is too happy to oblige. While console manufacturers Ã
¢ â,¬ Å "Serious" It is a question of pushing the technological envelope, Nintendo has found a tremendous success that looks backwards. Taking an unusual step, the company has re-released its console NES A Many fanfare. However, it can make it frank because ntdoy stock is not just an investment in the game, but also in popular culture. This is not
to say that Nintendo is a regressive society. In reality, it could be surprisingly relevant. At this time The Millennials represent the largest generation in the US workforce, according to the PEW research center. Of course, this means many more elderly millennials are starting families, translating into priority moved. These parents probably do not try
to start the Children with consoles that could potentially play realistically violent games. Instead, Nintendo is still specialized in healthy family fun, which could see the Ntdoy warehouse receives a demographic boost. Glu Mobile (Glu) Source: Opuradesign / Shutterstock.com One of the most Developments in the game sector are the expansion in
platforms. When the first mobile phones came out, users were very limited in their entertainment options. But while smartphones have become the golden standard in mobile communications, players may find that they could take their job everywhere. As such, Glu Mobile came to prominence with their smartphone and tablet-friendly titles.
Lockdowns also gave the free organic marketing of the company, which in the end is served to raise Glu stocks. With millions essentially in quarantine, they had nothing but time on their hands. Also, not everyone wants to spend hundreds of dollars on a dedicated console. Furniture games provided Quick Entertainment for those who were trying to
kill time. It is interesting to note that several Western European countries have seen a dramatic elevator in the download app downloads after Coronavirus cases have begun to spread in the region. Given the rise of Glu stock in April and May, we probably experience a dynamic similar to home. To provide a fair warning, Glu is more volatile than other
game titles. However, we cannot simply suffer a second wave of the coronavirus. Instead, it seems that we headed towards a third wave as colder, social disorders and a potential economic crisis converge. Put in another way, it's better to stay at home and this can inspire higher rates of mobile games. Game stocks to buy: Micro Advanced Devices
(AMD) Source: Robot / Shutterstock.com When I Written For the last time of the stocks of games to buy in the second half of June, openly worried about the U.-China relationships. Because Trump had few corners to play, I felt that he would have grimed in a way. As the Wars of the Consulate show, I was right to be worried. On the surface, this does
not help the case for AMD stocks. As a Forbes article, he stressed the end of last year, Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "China is the largest market of products AMD.Ã ¢ â,¬" therefore, it is possible that Micro Advanced may suffer poor sales At the village. And it is not an excavation against the company. As I said, the entire semiconductor market deals with the risk.
However, the Intel rival (Nasdaq: INTC) has made shifts when the company admitted that its chips 7 -Nanometrics had defects, need an emergency plan. It involves the transfer to third-party foundries. Obviously, the news CRATERED INTC but dramatically raised AMD stock. Moreover, as a game on the stocks of games to buy, AMD is rather
Combining. First of all, the next PS5 uses AMD processors. They should ask for expectations to beat Ã ¢ â,¬ "and I think it is Ã ¢ â,¬" which should also increase the AMD actions. Secondly, graphic processors of the company have a tremendous charm between IG Hardcore okers. Finally, the cryptocurrency market can make a return, this time as a
digital refuge for millenary investors. Based on how AMD's encrypted business is taken off in 2017 when BlockChain Assets launched in orbit, we were able to see a repeated performance. GameStop (GME) Source: NorthFoto / Shutterstock.com Easily the most speculative idea among the game stocks to buy, Gamestop at first sight seems a ridiculous
bet. For one thing, games downloads have become incredibly popular, especially in the quarantine era. Another point is that Amazon can provide the game experience used with the comfort of ultra-rapid delivery. Finally, video game stream can take off. So why should anyone consider the GME warehouse? In a strange way, the coronavirus that
makes Gamestop competitors attractive also makes gamestop an idea Although social spacing is a concern among many Americans, so it is doing every dollar. With a plethora of used games, GameStop can offer economic entertainment. Better yet, the purchase of physical disks is a deal one and done. While video game streaming is an innovative
concept, I doubt that many consumers are willing to shell out monthly subscription fees. With GameStop, buy only what you want, typically at a discount. However, the case for GME stock is not without risk. Mainly, the actions are all the map above. Also, increasing rise Rates means that non-essential activities depend on a physical imprint can
support waves of interruptions. But if you have a stomach for choppiness, this could prove to be a surprise choice. A former senior corporate analyst for Sony Electronics, Josh Enomoto has helped the main contracts of the broker with Fortune Global 500 companies. In recent years, he delivered unique and critical insights for investment markets, as
well as various other industries, including legal , management of construction and health care. Starting from this writing, he is along Sne and GME. GME.
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